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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss design considerations and our plans to develop a generalized framework for intelligent support in educational argumentation systems. Our goal is to develop a framework that will support the development of argumentation learning systems across a variety of domains (e.g., the law, ethics).

Introduction

The use of educational technology to support the learning of argumentation has become increasingly common in schools and universities resulting in considerable efforts in developing and assessing educational argumentation systems in recent years (e.g., [1]). Many of these efforts have been effective for specific argumentation domains but not much research has been targeted at generic, flexible, and reusable software architectures for building such tools. Being able to build upon a software architecture that provides many of the basic, generic features required for argumentation has the potential to reduce development time significantly, as compared to “from scratch” development approach. Our LASAD project\textsuperscript{1} tackles this issue by developing a generalized framework and methodology for the construction of argumentation systems to help students learn argumentation in different domains.

But what are the essential features and requirements of a flexible software architecture for the implementation of a variety of potentially differently targeted educational argumentation systems? We have conducted an extensive literature review of existing systems and approaches, covering general-purpose tools, educationally targeted tools, as well as problem-solving environments with supplementary discussion facilities. Elsewhere we discuss overall architecture requirements [2]; here we focus on the infrastructure requirements for flexible intelligent learning support that result from our review.

1. Requirements and Design Considerations

The central objective of our approach is to provide infrastructure that can be (re-)used across multiple domains, hence generality is one of our central concerns. The architecture should be capable of supporting a wide variety of analysis and feedback functions. Components should detect and remedy weaknesses specific to particular argumentation domains (e.g., circular arguments in scientific argumentation [3]), problem/task instances (e.g., the non-consideration of crucial passages of a given transcript [4]) and problems in student interaction (e.g., imbalance/lack of participation, off-topic discussion [5]; failed knowledge sharing [6]). There are two basic kinds of analyses that should be possible within our framework, namely action-based analyses of log data traces [6] and state-based analyses of snapshots of arguments [5].

\textsuperscript{1}“Learning to Argue: Generalized Support Across Domains”, project funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG), project website: http://lasad.dfki.de/
Based on the indicators and diagnoses resulting from the different kinds of analyses, feedback should be provided to scaffold students’ learning. Feedback can be provided in many different ways, and often it is unclear which strategy is preferable to achieve the intended learning objectives [7, 8]. Hence, the architecture should support a variety of feedback forms and strategies including: textual feedback and highlighting of graphical elements [3, 4, 5]; immediate [9], requested [3, 4] and delayed feedback [9]; feedback provided to the group and to individuals; strategies to prioritize and select feedback [3, 4].

The system should be composed of modules with self-contained functionality, clear responsibilities and interfaces. Apart from being a general characteristic of good software design, a modular design is especially important for our general framework because we cannot anticipate all possible application scenarios. To allow new analysis modules to be easily plugged into the framework we need to achieve interoperability between modules via standardized interface types and data objects. To further increase the flexibility, we aspire to a loose coupling between modules that can be realized via event-driven communication based on the publish-subscribe pattern, following the general approach of [10].

The run-time behavior of the intelligent support engine should be easy to set up using pre-defined “switches” of the relevant modules, realized via configuration files or by a dedicated user interface for configuration (as done, for instance, in [11]). Especially for the feedback strategies this is relevant: For instance, such a setting might define for a given pattern in an argument diagram (e.g., a circular argument) the feedback text to provide, whether the pattern should be visually highlighted, a priority value, etc. This information can then be used during runtime to decide whether and how to provide feedback. Thereby it will be possible to adapt the system’s feedback behavior to new application scenario without programming skills, or to iteratively test and adjust different strategies without touching the source code. A further extension would be to support the configuration of controlled experiments by assigning different feedback strategies to different student groups.

2. Architecture proposal

Figure 1 sketches the most important components of the envisioned system architecture. The box on the left depicts the end user environment (“EUE”), which is used by the students to debate with one another and/or to analyze existing arguments. The specific tool is not important; it could be a chat, a threaded or a graphical argumentation system. The only requirement is that the tool complies with a general input/output interface that provides functionality to log actions to the “Data Service” and to accept feedback specifications from the outside. Components can subscribe to the “Data Service” to receive new user actions, or can request argument snapshots. The “Intelligent Support Service” comprises an “Analysis Controller”, a “Feedback Controller”, an arbitrary number of “Analyzer” modules, the “Feedback Selector” and the “Feedback Generator.” The two controller components coordinate the analysis and feedback activities and function as event-passing hubs.

The “Analyzer” modules are not part of the framework; they can be plugged in as needed. They might analyze data locally or be local proxies for remote analysis services. The “Feedback Controller” subscribes at the “Analysis Controller” to analysis result types that are relevant for feedback provision. It also decides timing and frequency of feedback to avoid flooding students with a vast amount of messages. In case of multiple possible feedback interventions the “Feedback Selector” decides their
priority so that the “Feedback Controller” can focus on the most crucial one(s). The “Feedback Generator” decides the actual feedback form (e.g., text and/or highlighting) and content (which might differ depending on whether it is the first, second, etc. time a feedback condition is fulfilled). The specification of the chosen feedback is then provided via the “Data Service” to the “EUEs” which realize the feedback in their specific ways. We intend to make the feedback modules configurable via external XML files (feedback content and strategy).

Figure 1: Proposed architecture: Solid lines indicate remote, dashed lines local communication paths. Depending on the concrete setup multiple control flows are possible: Feedback might be explicitly requested by a student, triggered in reaction to a student action in the “EUE” (including summative feedback after closing a session) or triggered after a “routine check” of critical conditions initiated by the “Feedback Controller.”

Once the “Intelligent Support Service” is implemented, we intend to test its generality in different argumentation domains (ethics, legal argumentation, scientific argumentation) using different analysis modules (e.g., syntactical analysis [4], application of machine-learned classifiers [5]) and support strategies.
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